Monday, 03 October

No Program

Tuesday, 04 October

Amazing Architecture
A journey of marvelous building and discovery awaits. Speak to the onsite Coordinator to find out what exciting fun awaits, in a specially designed program.

Wednesday, 05 October

Construct a Feast
Building Healthy Habits - We'll be building it up with a measuring cup! Creating loads of tasty treats AND we'll get to take home our own cooking apron.

Thursday, 06 October

Character Building
Performing Puppets - Design and create your own hand puppets and then bring them to life in a breakout performance.

Friday, 07 October

Science Squad
The USS (Ultimate Science Squad) is here! Speak to the onsite Coordinator to find out what exciting fun awaits, in a specially designed program.

Monday, 10 October

Design, Build & Play!
Design and Build a Foosball Box Stadium and get a take home key ring and (soft) hard hat. Challengers ready?

Tuesday, 11 October

My Pet Project
At the movies: The Secret Life of Pets (PG). A terrier named Max's quiet life is upended when his owner takes in Duke, a stray, who Max instantly dislikes. Please arrive by 8:45am

Wednesday, 12 October

Dream Team
Today we're dreaming BIG and it will be a HUGE delight! Speak to the onsite Coordinator to find out what exciting fun awaits, in a specially designed program.

Thursday, 13 October

Block Party
Build and take home your own Lego compatible kit - Aint no party like a farm themed building block party!

Friday, 14 October

Assembling Artwork
Artwork has been constructed in amazing ways throughout the Ages. Today we're the curator of what goes into "The Gallery." Speak to the onsite Coordinator.